Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) plays a crucial role in magnetic and electronic properties of 5d iridates.
I. INTRODUCTION
In contrast to the traditional wisdom of achieving uncorrelated wide band metals in 5d
iridates, spin-orbit coupling (SOC) plays a pivotal role in defining their complex magnetic and electronic ground states 1 . Due to a delicate balance between SOC (λ 0 ), Coulomb correlation (U) and crystal field energy (∆ CF E ), 5d iridates particularly offer a promising avenue for hosting diverse physical properties 2 . Strong SOC has been identified as the electronic reason of setting up an insulating band gap in Sr 2 IrO 4 and other tetravalent iridates [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
On the other hand, the relatively less explored pentavalent iridates (Ir 5+ : 5d 4 ) stirred up a controversy about the origin of magnetism in them. Large SOC in low-spin Ir 5+ produces 15 possible organisations of spin-orbit coupled J states (four electrons in three degenerate t 2g orbitals each having two spin arrangements), with the atomic J = 0 as lowest energy state 6, 7 , as shown in Fig. 1 (a)-(c). But surprisingly, a pure nonmagnetic J = 0 state has never been realized in any of the reported d 4 Ir-compounds till date [7] [8] [9] [10] . Actually the strength of SOC and Hund's exchange together determine the relative stability of the LS/jj coupled multiplet states ( Fig. 1(b) ). One plausible route for magnetic moment generation in these d 4 iridates has been assigned to Van-Vleck-type intrasite singlet-triplet excitations (J = 0 → J = 1) due to comparable energy scales between superexchange (mediated by complex
Ir-O-O-Ir paths) and SOC-driven singlet-triplet gap 11 . Otherwise, another most prominent factors against the observation of a nonmagnetic state could be the solid state effects, such as large bandwidth of the 5d orbitals, ligand-Ir charge transfer, non-cubic crystal field and intersite Ir-Ir hopping which always act against the atomic SOC effect 8, [11] [12] [13] , and hence, produce finite magnetic moments 7, 10, 14 . Infact, there is an active debate running currently regarding the trueness of the proposal of excitonic magnetism in these cases against the ground state magnetism, originated by hopping and other solid state effects 15 In this backdrop, a recent theoretical claim of half-metallic antiferromagnetism (HMAFM) appeared for a d 4 iridate double perovskite (DP) compound PrSrMgIrO 6 16 . The halfmetallicity (HM) has been proposed by first assuming the dominance of exchange splitting which prevents the mixing of spin-up and spin-down bands and ensures 100% spin polarization at Fermi energy E F . Hence the strength of the SOC has been considered to be comparatively negligible and Ir energy levels have been treated within LS coupling limit.
On the other hand, the vanishing net macroscopic magnetic moment has been described by 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Structure from X-ray diffraction
Rietveld refined powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns, obtained from polycrystalline samples of Pr 2−x Sr x MgIrO 6 (x = 0, 0.5, 1.0) at room temperature, confirm pure single phase with monoclinic P 2 1/n space group for all three samples, as indicated in Fig. 2(a) .
Further, the Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis ensures that these three samples are chemically homogeneous and cation stoichiometry is retained at the target composition, i.e., Table-I) of two Sr-doped compounds, ∼ 3-4% Mg/Ir disorder remains evident from the XRD refinement of undoped Pr 2 MgIrO 6 case (see Table- I). Lattice parameters, atomic positions, site-occupancy, along with the goodness factors for all the three samples are listed in Table- This brings higher degree of rotational distortion in the IrO 6 octahedra of PSMIO compared to the other two compounds, as displayed in Fig. 2 (d)-(f) and also tabulated in Table- 
B. Local structure from EXAFS
The EXAFS data analysis provide finest details about the local coordination geometry and local chemical order (the antisite defects) which are complementary to structural information obtained from XRD analysis (Rietveld refinement) which only probes long range coherent structural features. The local antisite disorder in the double perovskite structure often largely influences the magnetic response [26] [27] [28] . Therefore, to confirm the local coordination around (IrO 6 ) and also the chemical order (antisite defects) at both the A-and B-sites, the Ir L 3 -edge EXAFS data (see Fig. 3 ) has been analyzed in the R space in the 1-6Å region for the two Sr-doped samples, while 1-4Å region for the undoped one (see Table-2 ). We applied a multi-shell data refinement procedure 29, 30 in order to access next neighbour structural information, relevant to describe the chemical order and antisite defects. The obtained results are summarized in Table- contributions for the undoped Pr 2 MgIrO 6 sample (see Fig. 3 (a) and Table- 3), as the largely distorted structure and also little higher Mg/Ir disorder reduce the focussing effect, thereby, weakening the MS terms and thus, addition of MS paths did not improve the fitting in this case.
C. Ir-valance state from XANES and core level X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
The stoichiometric formulaes of Pr 2−x Sr x MgIrO 6 (x = 0, 0. Well resolved doublet features in the white line spectra of all these compounds indicate the 2p → t 2g (low energy feature) and 2p → e g (higher energy peak) transitions. The peak shape as well as a gradual development of the peak feature corresponding to 2p → t 2g transition, In addition, the Ir 4f core level XPS spectra were collected and fitted using a single spinorbit split doublet for Pr 2 MgIrO 6 and PrSrMgIrO 6 compounds, while two spin-orbit split for Ir 4+ and considering the paramagnetic moment for a Pr 3+ ion in the LS coupling limit to be 3.58 µ B 17,38 , the theoretically calculated effective magnetic moment for PMIO becomes,
This value is in extremely good agreement with our C-W fit. Actually, Pr 3+ is a nonKramer ion, and therefore, sufficiently low symmetry crystal field at the A-site of the perovskite/double perovskite structure completely removes the degeneracy of the J ground multiplet of Pr 3+ and results in nine singlets [39] [40] [41] [42] . As a result of which, Pr 3+ residing at the A-site of these perovskite/double perovskite compounds [38] [39] [40] [41] 43 does not possess any kind of magnetic coupling with the magnetic B-site. So it should be quite convincing to claim that the ordered magnetic behaviors of all the three samples in the present study will solely be influenced by the spin-orbit coupled Ir-moments, while Pr 3+ should only act as the paramagnetic background over the entire measuring temperature range.
The dc magnetic susceptibility for the 25% Sr-doped sample (PSMIO1505) in 1000 Oe applied field is presented in Fig. 7(b) . The susceptibility curves remain nearly featureless without any ZFC/FC divergence, similar to the observation of most d 4 iridates 9,10,44,45 . Only a very weak AFM-like kink appears at ∼ 6 K [inset to Fig. 7(b) ]. This suggests weakening of magnetic interactions. Curie-Weiss fitting on the 1000 Oe field-cooled χ(T ) data in the temperature range 100-300 K provides an effective paramagnetic moment, µ ef f ∼ 4.5 µ B /f.u and a negative Θ CW of ∼ -38.5 K. Considering a nonmagnetic ground state for Ir 5+ , the theoretically calculated effective magnetic moment for PSMIO1505 would be,
This value again agrees very well with our C-W fitting. Actually, Sr 2+ -doping introduces 
G. High resolution RIXS of PSMIO
Although a nonmagnetic J = 0 ground state is ideally expected at the Ir 5+ -site of PSMIO compound from single atomic perspective, presence of a finite magnetic moment on individual Ir 5+ ion has been confirmed from magnetization measurements. So, it is important to comment on the trueness of atomic J state description in this double perovskite. Consequently, the high-resolution Ir L 3 -edge RIXS spectra (measured at T = 20 K and 300 K) of PrSrMgIrO 6 sample have been collected and illustrated in Fig. 8 (a) . During experiment, the incident photon energy was kept fixed at 11.216 keV, which was found to enhance the low energy inelastic features of the J multiplet excitations. In order to get deeper insight 13 into these features, the high resolution low energy RIXS spectra of perfectly B-site ordered cubic double perovskite Ba 2 YIrO 6 were measured within same technical specifications 10 as PSMIO at T = 20 and 300 K, and the subsequent results are represented in Fig. 8(a) opposite to the ideal cubic crystal field for BYIO 10 . In such a scenario, we may qualitatively infer that the aforementioned differences in RIXS features for PrSrMgIrO 6 relative to the Ba 2 YIrO 6 should be due to the dissimilar Ir-Ir hopping connectivities ( Fig. 8(b) and (c)) and also the influence of noncubic crystal distortions in PSMIO. Indeed, both hopping and noncubic crystal field have strong impact on the effective SOC strength in d 4 Ir-systems 15 and therefore, defining the spin-orbit coupled Ir energy levels from the perspective of atomic J picture only, as has been the widely accepted scenario till very recently 49 , becomes insufficient, as revealed by A. Nag et al. 15 and A. Revelli et al. 50 recently. So it is very clear that precise estimation of SOC strength on Ir within atomic limit is not at all a reasonable approach because the low energy Ir L 3 inelastic RIXS features would be the outcome of intersite hopping, local noncubic crystal distortions and several other electronic factors. So to elucidate the effective strength of SOC and the resulting new J states ( Fig. 8 (a) ) in PSMIO, further Full Multiplet calculations will be required which should include all possible electronic and solid state effects.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have performed a systematic study of the structural and physical properties of Pr 2 MgIrO 6 and its hole-doped counterparts Pr 2−x Sr x MgIrO 6 (x = 0.5, 1.0) via X-ray diffraction, X-ray absorption fine structure, High and low resolution RIXS, dc magnetization and electrical resistivity measurements. We find insulating charge sector of these three compounds confirming a leading role of SOC on the Ir-site. However, the effect of atomic 
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